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Abstract 
Dassow, J., On the connectedness of pictures in chain code picture languages, Theoretical 
Computer Science 81 (1991) 289-294. 
For linear grammars it is undecidable whether or not some (all) pictures in the generated chain 
code picture language are connected. 
1. Iutroduction 
By a picture we mean a finite union of unit lines parallel to the x-axis or to the 
j-axis in the plane. We shall describe such pictures by words over the alphabet 
V = Mu S with A4 = {u, d, r, I} and S = {t, J}. In order to do this we interpret the 
letters of A4 as move commands of a plotter, i.e. the command “move one unit line 
in the direction up (down, right, left)‘” correqonds to the letter u (d, r, 1, respectilrely), 
and t and 4 are associated with “lift the pen” and “sink the pen”, respectively. 
More precisely, we give the following inducti*l’c: definition of a picture a(w) corre- 
sponding to a word w over V. For a point (n, m) E 2* (2 denotes the set of integers) 
in the plane we set 
u((n, 4) = (n, m + 11, d((n, m)) = (n, m - 0, 
db, m)) = (n + 1, m), l((n, m)) = (n - 1, rn)- 
Now we set 
4th) = (0, (0, Q), i), 
and for 
q(w) = (P, GSA 
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7 define 
(pu(z, b(z)), b(z),&) for be M and s= 
for 6 = 1, 
for b= 
for 6E 
This definition models the drawing of a picture startin 
the sequence of letters of the word if the pen is in state 4 and 
pen without drawing in the state t. For w E V* and q(w) = (p, 
picture p(w) associated with w by pm 
For a language L c V*, we set 
p(L)={pW ww, 
and for a grammar G generating a language L(G) e V*, we set 
Note that, conversely, any set B of pictures can be described as p(L) for some 
L c V*. Classical decision problems for such picture languages generated by some 
grammar are studied in [3] and [ 51. A picture is called connected if, for any two 
points z, z’ belonging to p, there is a pat% from i‘ to z’ along lines belonging to p. 
In this paper we discuss the following question:;: given a grammar G, does the 
picture language B( 6) contain only (so me! connected pictures? Similar questions 
for languages over {u, d, r, 1) are studied in [I] and [2]. Throughout the paper we 
assume that the reader has some basic knowledge of formal language theory (see 
For linear grammm G, it is undecidable whether or not all pictures of 
B(C) are connected. 
Let us consider the instance (U, W) with 
fT ti=(u~,u~,...+*), w=bw%,=-3”) 
of the Post Correspondence Problem over {a, b), and let h and g be tine homo- 
morphisms defined by 
h(a)=urr rrdd 
h(b) = vu T rrdd J, dl t uuull, 
g(b) = dl. 
where 
NOW 
P(W) 
P = {S-+ 14u2rL 
(w~):?siel} 
(w!): 1SiSn). 
assume that iliZ . . . solution for this inst ( en th ictur 
associated with 
w = l”u2r2h(ui,) 8414 g(wt) l . . 
= 14uZr2h(ui,u~~ s . (Wit W& l l l W,,)“)i’ 
is shown in Fig. 1. The r closed curve corresponds to I”u’r2h( 
and the inner curve to wiJR)12. Obviously, p(w) is 
Now assume that i, i2 . . a solution for ( V, ). Then one of the followin 
cases holds. 
Case 1. ui,ui, l l l ui,= = q{yq2 for some x # y. 
Case 2. Ui,Z$ . . . 
Case 3. qUi,Ui, . . . U 
We wow discuss Case 1 a ted in this case, the necessary 
rl c: difications for Case d Case 3 are left to the reader. Again, the outer curve 
is described by 14u2r2h uig)r2d2. If x = a and thus y = 6 or x = b and y = a, 
we obtain the subpict own in Fig. 2a or Fig. 2b, respectively. Thus in both 
subcases the picture i 
Summarizing we 0 are connected if and only if 
there is no solution s undecidable whether or not 
the Post Correspondence Problem has a solution, it is also undecidable whether or 
not B(G) contains only connected pictures. 
Fig. 1. e assume that u,~u,~. . Uil = aab . . . ba. 
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. For linear grammars G, it is undecidable whether or not B(G) contains 
a toonnectpd icture. 
roof. Again, we consider the instance (U, W) of the Post Correspondence Problem. 
We define the homomorphisms h’ and g’ by 
h’(a) = ur2 t v2rJ., h’(b) = ru2 f r2uJ, 
g’(a) = ld2 f 12d$, g’(b) = d12 f d’l&, 
and the linear grammar G’ by 
G’= (N, k, 4 r, 4 t, &I, P’, 9 
with 
P’={S+ h’(Ui)Sg’(WR): 1 G is n} 
u {S+ h’( ui)rlg’( WR): 1 s i s n}. 
If i&.. i, is a solution for (U, W), we obtain the picture of Fig. 3. Fuyrther we 
1 
. ...* w+P 1
Fig. 3 
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Fig. 4 
discuss the cases of the proof of Theorem 1 if i& . . . it is not a solution, and we 
obtain disconnected pictures. Case 1 with x = Q, y = b is shown in Fig. 4. I-Ience 
B(G) contains a connected picture if and only if ( U, W) has a solution. 
emark. In [7] the authors introduced stripe languages which have better properties 
with respect o decidability questions. A picture language B is called a stripe language 
if there exist real numbers k, d, , and d2 such that, for any point (n, m) of any 
picture p E B, kn -!- d, s m s kn + d2 holds. For context-free grammars it is decidable 
whether or not B(G) is a stripe language. 
In [5] it is mentioned without proof that it is undecidable for regular grammars 
whether or not all pictures of B(G) are connected, and IIinz proved that this 
question is decidable for those regular grammars which generate stripe languages. 
Note that all languages used in the proofs of this paper are stripe languages. 
Therefore the theorems hold also for linear grammars generating Tripe languages. 
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